[The study of HLA-associations of chronic obstructive disease of lungs in conditions of organic-silicon manufacture].
The purpose of study is to examine associations of polymorphic allele genes HLA class II - DRB1, DQA1 and DQB1 and their haplotypic combinations with chronic obstructive disease of lungs in workers of organocilicic manufacture in Chuvash population. The HLA-genotyping was implemented to 50 patients with chronic obstructive disease of lungs and 38 healthy workers of organocilicic manufacture, belonging to Chuvash ethnic population. The genotyping was implemented on three genes HLA: DRB1 (14 alleles), DQA1 (8 alleles) and DQB1 (11 alleles) using multi-primary polymerase chain reaction technique. The typing was implemented using kits manufactured by "DNA-Technology" (Russia). The degree of association ofHLA-alleles and gaplotypes with development of chronic obstructive disease of lungs in conditions of organocilicic manufacture was determined by value of relative risk (rr). The study established negative associations of chronic obstructive disease of lungs with alleles HLA-DRB1*01 (rr=0.021; p<0.001); DQA1*0101 (rr=0.013; p<0.001); DQB1*0501 (rr=0.021; p<0.001) andgaplotypes DRB1*01-DQA1*0101 (rr=0.031; p<0.01); DRB1*07-DQA1*0201 (rr=0.076; p<0.01); Bm1*13-DQA1*0102 (rr=0.11; p<0.05). The HLA-markers of resistance to development of chronic obstructive disease of lungs in conditions of organocilicic manufacture in Chuvash population.